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Abstract: To study the radiation effect of Fermi–Dirac (F–D) semiconductor devices based on numerical simulation, two methods are used. One is based on the combination of F–D statistical method and computer simulation. The method discusses the influence of temperature and light energy on the carrier number by starting from an intrinsic silicon semiconductor and carries out computer simulation on the carrier number in intrinsic silicon semiconductor. TID Sim, a three-dimensional parallel solver for ionizing radiation effects of semiconductor devices, is developed. The ionization radiation damage of typical metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) FET NMOS and bipolar transistor GLPNP is simulated. It was proved that the variation trend was close to a straight line in the temperature range (278–358 K) studied in this article. The results are consistent with those of the statistical distribution of semiconductor carriers. This method is suitable for calculating the number of semiconductor carriers, and it is an effective method to study the problems related to carrier distribution.
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1 Introduction

Metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) will degrade its performance parameters when exposed to high-energy ionizing radiation; the typical phenomena are threshold voltage drift and off-state leakage current increase. This is a long-term effect; that is, the phenomenon of effect cannot be eliminated after the device is powered off [1]. The cause of the long-term radiation effect of MOS devices is the formation of trapped charges that are difficult to move in the gate oxide or isolation oxide; this makes the channel surface form an inversion or a leakage path between the source and the drain when no bias is applied. Therefore, the generation of trapped charges, the transport, and final distribution have an important influence on the long-term effect of the device [2]. The Monte Carlo method and the coupling method of the finite volume method are used to simulate the long-term radiation effect caused by the oxide trap charge in the MOS tube. Using the Monte Carlo method to track the random transport process of incident particles, the ionization energy deposition distribution can be obtained, and this distribution is coupled to the drift-diffusion model equation as a source term [3]. To discretize the governing equation using the finite volume method and solve the Poisson equation in gate oxide and silicon together, the carrier continuity equation and the trapping rate equation of gate oxide, in this way, the threshold voltage drift and off-state leakage current of a typical MOS tube after being irradiated can be calculated. Gamma irradiation is a key environmental factor that causes the performance degradation and even permanent failure of satellite electronic systems. There are two basic effects of semiconductor device ionization radiation damage: Total ionizing dose effect, that is, the damage of the device, increases cumulatively with the increase in the total radiation dose, and the enhanced low dose rate effect (enhanced low dose rate sensitivity [ELDRS] effect) [3]. That is, under the condition of a fixed total radiation dose, the damage to
bipolar devices increases as the radiation dose rate decreases [4–6]. The ELDRS effect makes it difficult to evaluate the reliability of integrated circuits based on irradiation experiments alone. The modeling and simulation of the device ionization damage effect is a hot issue that the academic circle pays attention to. Research has shown that Nagamura. Quantitative damage model is for primary calculation. This model is currently a relatively complete quantitative model; it covers the scattering of the electric field in space, various mechanisms such as photo-generated non-equilibrium carrier recombination and proton release and depassivation. In addition, the parameters in the model can be obtained through primary calculations, and the low dependence on material testing is convenient for calculation [7]. Yarmoghaddam et al. proposed a set of numerical algorithms suitable for quantitative models of ionization damage, including finite element spatial discretization, long-term stable implicit time integration scheme, and decoupling iterative algorithm for strongly rigid nonlinear systems, and based on the three-dimensional (3D) parallel adaptive finite element platform Parallel Hierarchical Grid, the device ionization damage parallel finite element solver TID Sim is developed and application software system [5].

In the Korea Multi-purpose Accelerator Consortium (KOMAC), the 100 MeV High Power Proton Lac has been used in proton beam irradiation services for a variety of applications and research projects, including material sciences, biomedical sciences, semiconductor applications, and nuclear physics and basic science since its trial run in 2013. Recently, the demand for fast neutrons among semiconductor industry users is increasing to test the semiconductor devices soft error rate or single-particle effect. To boost the linac energy to 200 MeV, Kim et al. have conducted preliminary design studies, including superconducting radio frequency-based linac structures, neutron production targets, and neutron utilization facilities. An upgrade plan for the KOMAC linac and preliminary results from the design study of the superconducting linac and neutron production facilities is presented [8].

Different isotopes may exhibit differential resistance to displacement damage caused by neutron radiation. To examine the differences in silicon isotopes, Bai et al. calculated the damage functions for $^{28}$Si, $^{29}$Si, $^{30}$Si, and native silicon (10$^{-6}$–0.1 MeV) and fast neutron (>0.1 MeV) radiation based on the Radiation Injury Theory and the Neutron Nuclear Response Assessment Database (ENDF/B-VIII.0). Their unit atomic cumulative displacement (DPA) values under an emergency response to nuclear accidents or neutron radiation in cosmic space are also studied. The calculated radiation damage function and DPA indicate that the displacement damage sustained by $^{28}$Si at moderate and fast neutron radiation decreases by at least 10–15% compared to $^{28}$Si, $^{29}$Si, and native silicon. Therefore, we suggest the use of silicon-rich silicon in semiconductor devices to improve the neutron radiation resistance and extend the service life in the radiation environment [9].

Irradiation of low-energy products causes changes in the electrical, optical, and other properties of the surface layer of a semiconductor structure, providing an additional possibility for modifying semiconductor devices. Bogatov et al. work to investigate the effect of radiation defects induced by low-energy protons at a sample temperature of 83 K on the photostructural properties of double-sided silicon with diffusing n + –p junctions. The n + p and p + type samples were irradiated with a proton flux at a dose of 10 $\times$ 15 cm$^{-2}$ and at an energy of 40 or 180 keV. To account for the observed current–voltage characteristics and transmission coefficient parameter variation laws, the average number distribution of gap silicon, vacancy, double vacancies is calculated as the disordered region formed by a proton in the diffusion layer of the n + p junction space per unit projected path length under these conditions. It is shown that protons with an initial energy of 40 keV preferentially change the physical properties of the high-concentration donor layer, while protons with an initial energy of 180 keV change the properties of the spatially charged region in the host layer. At the maximum of the spatial distribution, the number of radiation-induced defects in the n-type region is much smaller than that in the p-type region [10].

In recent years, the actively controlled broadband THz (THz) radiation sources of semiconductor crystals have attracted wide attention due to their field intensity tuning properties and have broad applications in THz photonics. Broadband THz wave radiation intensity applied in n-type semiconductor tin selenide (SnSe2) crystals is reported. Furthermore, due to the weak phononic absorption of the material in the too-hertz band, the resulting THz spectrum ranges up to 3.5 THz. At an applied voltage of −5 V, the active modulation depth of the THz voltage reaches 123%. The work of Song et al. directly shows that the photon dragging effect of the excited laser photon energy will be the main mechanism but not the nonlinear effect when it exceeds the material bandgap. Due to their simple structure, high modulation depth, and controllable THz radiation, SnSe2 crystals have extensive applications in THz region generation and modulating devices [11].

The Gan is the most promising upgrade of the traditional silicon-based hard radiation technology. However, the underlying mechanisms driving its resistance are unknown, especially for strong ionizing radiation.
The use of swift heavy ions by Garg et al. suggests that the ion-induced strong recrystallization effect is the key mechanism behind the observed resistance. These results suggest that recrystallization significantly reduces the expected damage levels and is important in studying heavily overlapping high fluxes. Furthermore, simulations reveal that structures, such as point defects and extension defects, density gradient, and voids, are in good agreement with experimental results. Gallium nitride is a broadband gap semiconductor that, although some properties still require further investigation, is generally expected to replace some silicon-based technologies. Here, the authors use the two-temperature model of a coupled molecular dynamics simulation to study and predict the effect of strong ionizing radiation in gallium nitride, revealing the mechanism behind its aberrant radiative resistance [12].

The Fermi–Dirac (F–D) statistical method of the grand canonical ensemble is combined with computer simulation in the calculation of the semiconductor carrier number. Starting from intrinsic semiconductor silicon, the influence of temperature and light energy on the number of carriers is discussed [13,14], to quantitatively analyze the working conditions of solar cells in theory, and help find ways to improve their operational performance. The utilization of light carrier radiation technology to the light-induced defects in solar cell boron-doped direct-pull monocrystalline silicon materials expands the application field of light carrier radiation technology.

### 2 Experimental analysis

The giant canonical ensemble consists of their respective sample systems that exchange energy and mass independently with the outside world [6,15]. According to the giant canonical distribution function, namely, the open system with time, the chance of transition particles at the energy level of the number of particles \( N \) and energy \( E_j(N) \) is:

\[
p_j(N) = \frac{1}{Q} \Omega_j(N) e^{\mu_j - E_j(N)/kT}.
\]

In the formula

\[
Q = \sum_N \sum_j \Omega_j(N) e^{\mu_j - E_j(N)/kT}.
\]

The basic thermodynamic function is as follows:

\[
N = KT \frac{\partial \ln Q}{\partial \mu} T', V',
\]

\[
S = K \ln Q + \frac{E \mu_N}{T}.
\]

The giant canonical ensemble is a collection of \( N \) mutually independent specimen systems that are distinguishable between specimen systems, and the representative points accommodating the system state in the same phase are unrestricted [16,17]. If the specimen system contains only one particle, the ensemble becomes a nearly independent particle system composed of \( N \) classical particles, and the system phase space becomes a particle phase space. At this time, the energy level:

\[
e_{fi}(1) = \Omega(1) = g_j,
\]

of \( E_j(1) \) becomes a particle becomes the degeneracy of the particle level \( e_j \); formula (1) has:

\[
p_j = \frac{e^{\mu_j/kT}}{Q} g_j e^{-e_j/kT}.
\]

Regeneration of conserved conditions \( \sum p_j = 1 \), we obtain:

\[
p_j = \frac{1}{q} g_j e^{-e_j/kT}.
\]

Making the denominator,

\[
q = Q e^{-\mu/kT} = \sum_j g_j e^{-e_j/kT}.
\]

The significance is the odds that each particle that constitutes the system appears at the energy level \( e_j \), \( q \) is the partition function of particles, which is a dimensionless quantity, and the exponential term is collectively called the Boltzmann factor [18]. Substituting formula (9) into formula (4) and formula (5), the average energy and average entropy of the available particles are obtained as follows:

\[
E = KT^2 \frac{\partial \ln q}{\partial T},
\]

\[
S = K \ln q \frac{E}{T}.
\]

Thus, the basic thermodynamic function is as follows:

\[
E = N^c = NK^2T^2 \frac{\partial \ln q}{\partial T'},
\]

\[
S = NS = NK \ln q + \frac{E}{T}.
\]

Electrons, and protons, also known as fermions, follow the F–D statistical method [19]. According to the
basic assumption of F–D statistics, the body (body) is indistinguishable, that is, each quantum state can only be 0 or 1. If the body represents a microscopic particle, the Pauli incompatibility principle is followed. The thermodynamic entropy is:

\[ S_{F-D} = K \ln \frac{q_N^N}{N^N} + NKT \frac{\partial \ln q}{\partial T_N}. \] (14)

\[ \text{Approach} \]

\[ S_{F-D} = K \ln \frac{q_N^N}{N^N} + \frac{U}{T}. \] (15)

Due to the complexity of semiconductor electronic motion and the uncertainty of orbital energy level, it is impossible to design the cell using the Monte Carlo method. Therefore, to avoid the arrangement of energy bands in specific cell design [20], regarding silicon semiconductors as a simple combination of \( N/2 \) silicon molecules, the F–D statistical method of the grand canonical ensemble combined with computer simulation is used to study. The valence electron of the silicon atom is 3s23p2.

The simulation calculations in this article are based on the assumption that silicon is composed of \( N/2 \) silicon molecules. In a silicon crystal, the energy \((\hbar^2)\) of the incident photon is greater than or equal to the bandgap of silicon (about 1.08 eV). Silicon semiconductors absorb the energy of photons to excite electrons in the valence band to the conduction band, leaving a hole in the valence band, producing equal amounts of electrons and holes [21], so that it can conduct electricity.

The following assumptions are made in the calculation:
1. There are \( N \) silicon atoms in the system; due to the sharing of electrons in silicon crystals, \( n \) excited state electrons can occupy any one of the \( N \) high-energy orbitals, so the degree of degeneracy is \( N \).
2. The photon energy is absorbed by the system; one part is used to increase the internal energy of the system, and part of it is released in the form of photons.

### 2.1 Simulation results and discussion

The simulation program mainly consists of two program cycles. The initial electron arrangement of silicon is given by the model; the computer gives the system light energy according to a certain rule and the size of the light energy to determine whether the electron transition. If the light energy is greater than the bandgap width of silicon, the electronic transition is randomly selected by the computer; otherwise, the computer will reapply light energy [22]. If electrons can jump, then enter the second program loop.

After the electronic transition, judge whether the system can reach the energy balance; if the system reaches energy balance, then output the number of carriers and end the program. On the contrary, the number of carriers increases, and the procedure is repeated. The simulation is carried out under the condition that the relative error of the iteration is less than \( 10^{-10} \). Figure 1 is a block diagram of the calculation procedure.

Figure 2 shows that when the light energy is small, there is a small difference in the number of carriers at different temperatures, but as the light energy increases, the higher the temperature, the lower the number of carriers. The more the number of carriers, the influence of temperature on the number of carriers increases. This may be due to the increase in light energy, the thermal movement of the particles in the system is intensified, the tendency of energy level interleaving increases, this promotes the narrowing of the bandgap of silicon semiconductors, therefore, it shows that under higher light energy, the influence of temperature on the number of carriers increases.

Figure 3 shows that the effect of temperature on the number of carriers is very obvious, in the temperature range studied (278–358 K); the changing trend is close to a straight line. This is consistent with the rapid increase of intrinsic carrier concentration with the increase of temperature in the actual semiconductor carrier distribution process.

**Figure 1:** Flowchart of calculation program.
theory. This may be due to the approximate linear relationship between the forbidden bandwidth of most semiconductors and the temperature, and the significant increase of the thermodynamic entropy value of the system as the temperature increases.

For the main consideration of carrier drift in the active region, in terms of the single event effect of the diffusion and collection process, the calibrated structural parameters of the device are considered to reflect the radiation response of the device. For the total dose effect that mainly considers the charge trapping in the oxide layer, the inclination angle of the interface between the field oxide layer and the active region has a great influence on the sensitivity of the device’s total dose effect, but it hardly affects the normal characteristics of the device.

3 Discussion

The grand canonical ensemble is composed of a sample system that exchanges energy and quality independently with the outside world. According to the grand canonical distribution function, that is, the open system is in the process of time, the number of particles in the system is $N$, the probability of transition particles appearing at the energy level with energy $E_j(N)$ is as follows:

$$P_j(N) = \frac{1}{Q} \Omega_j(N) e^{\mu_j N - E_j(N)},$$

(16)

where

$$Q = \sum_{N} \Omega(N) e^{\mu N - E(N)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

The basic thermodynamic function is as follows:

$$N = K T \frac{\partial \ln Q}{\partial \mu, V}.$$ \hspace{1cm} (18)

The grand canonical ensemble is a collection of $N$ mutually independent specimen systems, the specimen systems are distinguishable, and the representative points that contain the system state in the same phase are not restricted [22]. If the specimen system contains only one particle, then this ensemble becomes a nearly independent particle system composed of $N$ classical particles, and the system phase space becomes the particle phase space. At this time, $E_j(1)$ becomes the energy level of a particle and $\epsilon_j$, $\Omega_j(1)$ becomes the degeneracy of the particle energy level $\epsilon_j$. From Eq. (16):

$$p_j = \frac{e^{\mu_j K T}}{Q l} g_j e^{-\epsilon_j / K T},$$ \hspace{1cm} (20)

which is the probability of each particle of the system appearing at energy level $\epsilon_j$. $q$ is the partition function of the particle, which is a dimensionless quantity, and the exponential terms are collectively referred to as the Boltzmann factor.

The amorphous silicon dioxide oxide layer is regarded as a wide bandgap semiconductor material under irradiation conditions. Gamma rays will induce a large number of non-equilibrium carriers inside the entire device.
The unbalanced carriers generated in the silicon-doped region of the device will quickly recombine and annihilate the oxide layer, and the amorphous silicon dioxide–silicon interface contains a large amount of deep, shallow level defects and hydrogen impurities, complicated transport with the non-equilibrium carriers-reaction process. Therefore, the kinetic process of ionization damage mainly occurs in the oxide layer and interface area of the device [23].

The main dynamic mechanism of oxide ionization damage is summarized as follows:

1. Compton effect – gamma rays induce electron–hole pairs in the oxide layer area.
2. Dangling bond \( N_d \) proton generation mechanism – electrons, holes, oxide layer defects, and hydrogen molecule \((H_2)\) undergo a series of complex reactions and the kinetic process of releasing protons.
3. \( N_{a+} \) generation mechanism of oxide layer charged body defects – Deep-level defects in the oxide layer trap holes and formation of long-term stable charged body defects.
4. Depassivation effect – Protons are transported directionally to the \( Si \_O_2 \)-Si interface under the action of an electric field; it will act with the passivated Si–H bond. Revert to dangling bond \((\text{Si})\), that is, the process of the \( N_d \) defect of the charged interface, that is, \( H^+ + \text{Si}-H \rightarrow N_d + H_2 \).

When we tested the electrical response of ionization damage, first the ionization damage model is simulated to obtain its specific physical parameters and then the obtained parameters are brought into the general semiconductor to simulate the electrical signal of the response; here, we briefly describe it. The numerical simulation of a general three-dimensional semiconductor device includes the Poisson equation describing the (2Si) electric field distribution in the silicon (Si) region:

\[
-\nabla \cdot \nabla \phi = q(p - n + N D^+ - NA^+),
\]

where \( p \) is the hole concentration, \( N \) is the electron concentration, \( N D^+ \) contributes an electron to the donor impurity and the concentration of positively charged ions remaining on the lattice, and \( NA^+ \) is the concentration of negatively charged ions remaining on the lattice after the acceptor impurities trap electrons. The electron and hole are described by the continuity equation as follows:

\[
-\nabla \cdot J_e = R_n,
\]

\[
-\nabla \cdot J_h = R_p.
\]

The damage of ionization damage to the device is mainly divided into two categories: The first type is the trapped positive oxide charge \( N_{a+} \), which changes the electric field to cause the current to change. The second type is surface recombination caused by interface defects. After obtaining the ionization damage parameters, we need to deal with them differently when solving the continuity equation. Aiming at the effect of \( N_{a+} \) charged silicon dioxide defects caused by radiation on the electric field of the device, when the Poisson equation is required for the overall calculation, the corresponding charged defect concentration is added in the silicon dioxide \( SiO_2 \) area \( \Omega_{SiO_2} \), namely:

\[
-\nabla \cdot \nabla \psi = q \cdot [c_{V_0} + c_{N H} + c_{\alpha V_{\alpha ho}}], \text{ in } \Omega_{SiO_2}.
\]

In view of the changes in surface carriers caused by ionization damage, it is necessary to add surface recombination caused by interface defect \( N_{a+} \) to the silica surface, add a reaction layer near it, and introduce the surface recombination center. Experiments show that the surface recombination rate \( U_s \) is proportional to the carrier concentration \( c_s \) at the surface; here \( c_s \) can be the concentration of electrons or holes, namely:

\[
U_s = rN_{a+}c_s,
\]

where \( \psi \) is the electrostatic potential; \( q \) and \( U_s \) are the diffusion coefficient and mobility, respectively, and satisfy the Einstein relationship; \( KB \) is Boltzmann’s constant; \( T \) is the absolute temperature; oxide layer body defects and interface defects are fixed defects; therefore, its diffusion coefficient is zero. Refer to Table 1 for the diffusion coefficient of movable particles.

Numerical simulation of circuit-level radiation effects is an analytical method, refers to the form of describing the underlying devices (such as MOSFET and BJT) as compact models one by one, and determines the parameters in the model according to the specific process, by setting the external excitation of the device, the output current, and terminal voltage can be calculated analytically. This method has been widely used in the design process of the chip; it is usually used to verify the performance of the chip and as a basis for modifying the design [24]. The main idea of the radiation effect circuit simulation is to introduce the radiation effect into the transistor-level SPICE model. First, a single tube model is built that takes into account the radiation effect based on the radiation test data or device simulation data and then combined with commercial tools for circuit simulation. This is a practical technology that can combine basic research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle type</th>
<th>( e^- )</th>
<th>( h^+ )</th>
<th>( H^+ )</th>
<th>( H_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diffusion coefficient</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-3} )</td>
<td>( 5 \times 10^{-5} )</td>
<td>( 1 \times 10^{-10} )</td>
<td>( 1 \times 10^{-9} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and industrialization [25,26]. In order to meet the requirements of electronic devices, circuit, and system radiation resistance hardening index requirements, the reinforcement performance should be accurately estimated at the beginning of the design. Circuit-level numerical simulation technology has played an important role in the prediction of radiation hardening ability, specifically, circuit-level total dose effect sensitivity simulation prediction and sensitive node identification, by constructing a SPICE model of the total dose effect of a single tube device in the complementary metal oxide semiconductor circuit of a 0.25 μm process, substituted into the internal circuit of 300,000 domestic static random-access memory (SRAM-type) field programmable gate arrays (FGPAs) to perform circuit simulation; finally, it is concluded that the most sensitive module of the FPGA is the power-on reset circuit, which was verified by the subsequent synchrotron radiation X microbeam experiment conducted at high energy. For single event effects, modified rise time is used and the fall time method is fitted to obtain the current pulse shape when the heavy-ion incident position deviates from the center of the collection junction of the drain region; the difference between the calculated single-event inversion cross section of the 65 nm SRAM device and the measured value is less than three times the measured value.

In terms of total dose effect circuit-level modeling and simulation, when building a single tube model, it usually corresponds to a single irradiation bias (the gate of the MOS tube is connected to the working voltage during the irradiation process), and in the following circuit simulation, all the transistors are set to uniformly add a single irradiation bias, and this is obviously not in line with the actual situation [27,28]. It is also impossible to use this method to investigate the response of the entire circuit to different irradiation biases. In response to this shortcoming, some organizations use manual screening methods to divide the transistors in some of the more important unit circuits, such as the single tube in the SRAM cell, according to the difference in irradiation bias, but this can only solve specific problems; it is required that the circuit bias state remains unchanged during the entire irradiation process, the circuit scale cannot be too large, and the single tubes in the circuit are in extreme states such as saturation or cut-off.

4 Conclusion

Using computer simulation methods, for the intrinsic silicon semiconductor in the grand canonical ensemble, through the study of the relationship between the light energy and the number of carriers, we get the following: at the same temperature, with the increase in light energy, the number of carriers gradually increases, but the magnitude of increase gradually decreases. When the light energy is small, there is a small difference in the number of carriers at different temperatures, but as the light energy increases, the higher the temperature, the more the number of carriers, the influence of temperature on the number of carriers increases. The study of the relationship between temperature and carrier number concluded that the temperature has a very obvious influence on the number of carriers, in the temperature range studied (278–358 K); the changing trend is close to a straight line. This result is basically consistent with the statistical distribution of semiconductor carriers; it can be seen that this method is suitable for the calculation of semiconductor carrier numbers, and it is an effective method for studying problems related to carrier distribution. On this basis, the author will continue to conduct further research on silicon semiconductors and other doped semiconductors. And through the drift diffusion-reaction model, the author describes the impact of trapped charges generated by ionization damage on semiconductor devices and gives the corresponding numerical method. The algorithm uses finite element discretization, implicit time method, and linearization method, to deal with the complex grid structure in the model and problems such as long-term evolution and strong nonlinearity. For different three-dimensional semiconductor devices, such as bipolar devices, the field-effect transistor carries out the corresponding simulation experiment of radiation damage, the numerical results that are consistent with the experimental results in the literature in terms of trend and magnitude are given; it reasonably reflects the impact of ionization damage on the electrical output characteristics of semiconductors. In addition, considering the application of radiation effect numerical simulation technology in complex electronic systems and engineering practices, it is also necessary to advance the numerical simulation of system-level radiation effects and discuss how to carry out performance evaluation for board-level systems and complex system-on-a-chip.

In view of the fruitful research results of the radiation effect research of semiconductor devices, combined with the semiconductor devices widely used in the industrial sector and technological field, this article briefly introduces the research trend of the radiation effect and points out the important research content involved in all aspects and the problems that need more in-depth research. The author is convinced that more intensive work on these trends will surely make more breakthroughs in the research field of the radiation effects of semiconductor devices.
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